Crimson Irregulars

Characters

characters.ivanKirellan
("The Crimson Irregulars is a squad of well-trained ghosts led by Vice Admiral Ivan Kirellan. The Empire is low on recruits and cannot afford to fill desks with well-trained, experienced soldiers. Finding a Vice Admiral in the field is not uncommon now days, especially when it comes to Ivan. He had trained with Alexi Stukov back on Earth and even though he does not share the loyalty to the UED that Alexi had, he is dedicated to helping rescue fellow Terrans and keep the Zerg forces at bay.")

characters.raddonVanguard
("This experienced and well-humored Admiral has seen better days, but still manages to fight on through his soldiers. While defending a rebel spaceport from the Confederacy he lost the use of his legs. Rather than giving up, he got assigned to the Special Forces Command Center and from there he has been able to guide and assist his former cohorts.")

characters.natalieKarone
("A spirited young soldier, but a medic nonetheless. The Lieutenants passion for helping others and courage on the battlefield have earned her a coveted position at the Special Forces Command Center. She now works directly with Admiral Vanguard and has proved herself to be a useful asset at the SFCC.")

characters.jonathanJerome
("This wealthy scientist’s family was killed by an Imperial bombing raid on a Confederate compound. Filled with anger and grief he fled to Braxis to be left to his inventions. His thoughts eventually led him into madness and his mind is now bent on the total destruction of the Empire.")

characters.ericSandman
("He’s just as arrogant as the rest of the wraith pilots. A skilled Captain that graduated at the top of his class. He is always volunteering for missions and has yet to ever lose a fight.")